
Alcuni parametri obbligatori mancano o non sono corretti. 
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Dear Mr. President (s), 
 
I will try to reply concisely to your long email. 
 
1) “Relative lack of relationship between FISM and the majority of the Spanish Magic 

Societies”: it’s new and surprising for FISM: we have never realized it and this is the first 
time we received a letter saying that. Also let me make clear that your letter is signed by 
five societies (plus two ones admitted 2 weeks ago!), of which one has the same 
president as SPCMN!), whereas there are 11 (eleven) FISM Societies in Spain. What about 
the other four societies (which didn’t sign)? They also represent a very important part of 
Spain! You claim that S.E.I. has 1.562 members and SPCM 750 members: I believe you but 
let me kindly remind you that the FISM Board has been asking the list of the members for 
quite a long time (with the intent to help and solve the problem). Up till now we have 
never received anything! Why? What is wrong? For sure it’s curious and interesting. 

 
2) FESMA: I appreciate your effort to establish a Federation in Spain, nevertheless up till 

now FESMA is not a FISM Society. 
 
3) General and very important: art. 4.9, of the FISM Statutes, is very clear! Neither FISM, 

nor any of its Continental Divisions, has the right to interfere with the internal affairs of a 
Member Society. And this is clearly an internal affair of Spain! 

 
4) Xavier Tapias, May Closa, General Assembly in Victoria: again, you need to understand 

that you have to talk with them, to solve any problem in Spain, not with FISM Europe, 
and not with FISM International. For the same reason FISM Europe or International do 
not interfere in Spanish affairs, your Society cannot interfere in the Continental or 
International organization. Xavier Tapias was legally and officially elected in the E.E.B. 
(European Executive Board) during a FISM European General Assembly and, for sure, a 
letter from a few societies cannot put his election in discussion. He is entitled, in the 
E.E.B., to represent all the European magicians (not only the Spanish ones). May Closa 
was appointed as Language Consultant for her knowledge and this has nothing to do with 
her relationship with other Spanish magic societies. 

 
5) Qualified Judges: in theory yes; in practice it’s not so easy. FISM doesn’t know which 

criteria the “National Magic Congresses” are following (are they using FISM rules? How 
are the jury members selected and trained? Is there any evaluation of their job after the 
competition? In other words is the “National Magic Congress” following the C.C.S. 
(Competition Compliance System)? Concerning May Closa and Angel De Vicente, I can 
assure you that they were tested several times in FISM qualified competitions 
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(continental and others such as the Italian National Convention in Abano where the jury 
members are selected and tested among the FISM qualified judges). FISM is following this 
matter very carefully because we want to have qualified and tested jury members. Before 
qualifying a jury member, FISM thinks more than twice while carefully evaluating their 
scores. Sorry but their qualification will not be removed. 

 
6) GENI ADMISSION: GENI applied to become member of FISM in December 2016 and we 

have ample and documented proof that the Association has existed for at least three 
years (in reality since 2012). If this society was already represented by SEI when it 
withdrew, we couldn’t know. Its withdrawal was a correct choice as this society wanted 
to be represented in FISM by itself. What is certain for FISM is that none of the Spanish 
Societies put up any opposition. The General Assembly was informed about this (and 
other applications, i.e. ADMI) before the voting, proposed in the FISM Newsletter Nr. 43 
(sent individually to the presidents and posted on the FISM website). No complaints, no 
opposition, not after the newsletter, neither before nor after the voting, nor even 
during the General Assembly in Busan. 

 
7) UPDATE OF THE MEMBERS: each society has the right to yearly update its membership 

list. The FISM request is a detailed list (names, emails, addresses, phone numbers) based 
on a previous detailed list of the members. This cannot be done, for the time being, by 
SEI and SPCMN because these two societies have never sent the list of their members. 
The attribution of the votes in the General Assembly is done by “pro rata” following art. 
7.2 and 7.3 of the FISM Statutes. I want to make clear that it is not FISM that decides (it 
is not our job!) which society a member has to adhere to: it is the individual member 
who chooses! Yes, you are right, the FISM Card is a good tool because the member can 
clearly express which main society he/she wants to be represented by. Only when FISM 
will have the complete and detailed list of the member of all societies, we’ll be able to 
check if there is double representation. The Presidents, in case there is no FISM Card, will 
be asked to produce a statement in which each member declares which is the main 
society he/she wants to be represented by. At that point the situation will be clear and 
fair for everybody. 

 
8) POLICY: the way how a society promotes the Art of Magic or its Club has nothing to do 

with the FISM business. FISM only requires that the ethical code of our Statutes be 
respected. If a society offers its membership for free, for a very small amount or a big 
amount of money, if it offers the FISM Card for free (there are many societies which did 
so) or if it asks for payment (5 Euro), well it’s their decision. FISM cannot interfere. 

 
9) PRODUCED LISTS OF THE MEMBERS: you are asking something that we don’t understand! 

You are asking why FISM issued FISM Cards based on lists we were given. Easy! Because 
some societies are more active than others. If you (SEI and SPCMN for example) had been 
punctual to produce the list of your members this problem wouldn’t exist. Let me remind 
you that even if I have asked to do so several times (since September 2018 and earlier!), 
SEI and SPCMN have never sent the list of their members. So? More than that, it is not a 
problem concerning the FISM Card specifically, it’s a question of the distribution of the 
votes in the General Assembly. The FISM Card itself is an easy “problem” to be solved. It’s 
the double (or multiple) representation that causes a false reality. We hear many “bells” 
concerning the real members of the Clubs but we don’t follow the rumors. We base our 
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activity on facts and documents we are given. If some Clubs are “in delay” or “in arrear” 
concerning the communication, well, sorry, but it is not our responsibility. We are always 
ready to help all our societies but we only do this with clear and official data. Anyway I am 
happy to know that soon, you (SEI and SPCMN) are ready to send the list of the members. 
This will help to clarify the situation in Spain. Again: please be aware that this problem 
(double or multiple membership) needs to be solved by the Spanish Societies and in 
Spain. 

 
10) FESMA: let me clarify some points: 

1. All that FISM wrote is NOT an “interpretation” of the FISM Board! It is a clear statement 
from our lawyers. 

2. FISM asked the Legal Advice Group two clear questions. Here are the exact words used: 
a) Should FESMA be treated as a “new society” (admitted with a new vote, paying 

entrance fees)?  
b) Should it be considered as a simple “change of name”. In this case should the FISM 

Board ask for a vote by the General Assembly? To make it concise (see my letters dated 
November 2018), the answer of the lawyers was very clear: 
a) FESMA is a new Society, 
b) it is not a change of name. 
 

3. In a word: not one foot in two shoes: that means a society which adheres to FESMA cannot 
be represented, at the same time, individually in FISM. This is true for all societies around 
the world (as I already explained), not only for Spain. 

 
TO CONCLUDE: unfortunately, it seems to me, as things stand, that the Federation you wish to 
realize is far from being achieved. Beyond what was stated in point 10, in particular 10.3, that 
will not change neither now, nor in the future. You need to find an agreement with all the 
Spanish Societies, in the interest of Magic, in the interest of Spain. Only a clear, correct and 
fair situation for everyone can solve the internal problems that you are facing.  

I wish you all the best. 

Kind Regards,  

   
     Domenico Dante   
     International President 
 
 
 

 


